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0. Introduction 
Let n be a finite abelian group, R a commutative Noetherian ring, G&l) the 
Quillen K-theory [8,§1] of the category of finitely-generated A-modules, for any 
ring A. The object of what follows is to establish formulas for G,(Zn) and for 
SG,(Rlr) = ker(G,(Rn)+G,#lJ@ORlt)) analogous to Lenstra’s formula for G&?n) 
[7, Theorem 0.11. The formulas take the form 
(*, G&W =@_ G@(e)) (see Section 1 for notation), 
For n = 0, both (*) and (**) reduce to Lenstra’s formula. For n > 0 and R = Z, one 
obtains from (**) and a theorem of SoulC the vanishing result 
(***I SG,(Zn)=O for n>O; 
thus one recovers cases of Keating’s theorem tha SGt(&r) =0 [5, Theorem l] for 
any finite group it and Kuku’s result that SG,(Zlr) = 0 for even n > 0 and all finite 
x [6, Theorem 1.11. 
The idea is to compare localization sequences, adapting Lenstra’s ideas to obtain 
the formula (**) for SG,(&). For R =Z, a theorem of Soul& implies that each 
SG,(Z@)) = 0, so one obtains the vanishing result (***), from which one deduces 
the formula (*) by another comparison of three localization sequences; this last part 
leads to an easy proof of Lenstra’s theorem, provided that one knows the answer 
at the outset. For n = 1, (*) is another way of expressing Keating’s computation [5, 
Theorem 21 of G,(Zn), provided 71 is abelian. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 1 is devoted to a proof of 
(**), while the lemmas stated therein, which constitute the technical heart of the 
calculation, are proved in Section 2. Finally, the proof of (*) appears in Section 3. 
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1. Lenstra’s formula for SG, 
Let S !Z H be a multiplicative set, A a finitely-generated Z-algebra. Define func- 
tors SG, by truncating the localization sequence of [8, Theorem 51 as shown: 
. . . ~G,+,(S-‘/1)~G~-‘or(/1)~G,(/I)-,G,(S-’n)-cG~~~(/l)-,... 
SC&(/I, S) 
i.e., SG,(A, S) is the part of G,(A) which vanishes upon inverting S. Here Gf-‘“‘(A) 
denotes the Quillen K-theory of the category of S-torsion finitely-generated A- 
modules. 
If S consists of multiples of a single element t E Z, denote SG,(A, S) simply by 
SG,(A, t) and write Gimtor for Gistor. If S is the complement of the zero ideal, so 
that S-‘Z is just the field Q of rationals, write SG,(A) for SG,(A, S) and write GE 
for GSfor. Then clearly SG,(A, t) injects naturally into SG,(A), and this will be 
takennas an identification. Note that SG, is the obvious generalization of the re- 
duced Grothendieck group 6,. 
Let 71 be a finite abelian group, R a commutative Noetherian ring, X(X) the set 
of cyclic quotients of or; following Lenstra [7], for e OX, let R(e) denote the quo- 
tient of the group ring RQ by the let-th cyclotomic polynomial @lel evaluated at a 
generator of e, where 1 - 1 denotes cardinality. The ideal factored out is independent 
of the choice of generator for e [7, $21, and R(Q)= R@, Z(Q). Q(Q) is abstractly 
isomorphic to the cyclotomic field C#$,l] obtained by adjoining to (I? an lel-th 
root of unity [lel, and B(e) is isomorphic to the ring of integers Z[[,,,] in UJ[[l,i]. 
Let R(Q) = R@)[X]/( 1~1 X- 1) denote the ring of fractions R(Q)[~/)Q)] obtained by 
inverting (e I. 
Lemma 0. Let n be a finite abelian group. Then: 
(i) The maps Qs~ -BP QQ+ Q(Q) for ,Q E X(n) induce an isomorphism Qz 7 
n gaxCn) Q(Q), and hence by tensoring with R, an isomorphism Q@ Rns 
n QEX(?r) WR(@)* 
(ii) ZQ = IIQeX(n) Z(Q) is the maximal Z-order in Qlr containing Rlc, and the com- 
posite Z?z >-, !DI+ Z(Q) is surjective, for each e E X(R). 
(iii) Let p be a prime not dividing 1 II I. Then, upon tensoring with FP, the inclusion 
zk --, KWX(n, Z(e) induces an isomorphism lFPn qflpExCn) F,(Q) = npEXCn, Z(@)/ph(@), 
and hence by tensoring with R an isomorphism (R/pR)z 7 &,sX(n) R(@)/pR@). 
Proof. (i) is well-known; see [7, after 2.31 for example, and (ii) is immediate. To 
prove (iii), observe that by Maschke’s lemma, the inclusion Zn>-, flPEXCIIJ Z(e) 
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becomes an isomorphism upon inverting 1 R I, i.e., upon localizing at p, so one ob- 
tains an isomorphism upon localizing and then going modulo p; since Z~P~/pZ~P~~ 
Z/pZ = lFP, (iii) is proved. Cl 
Lemma 1. Let E,,(R) denote the kernel of the restriction-of-scalars map 
restor : Gr(R@ ‘2X) --) Gp(R@En) = Gp(Rlr), 
where 98 = I-IQ+@ Z(Q) as in Lemma 0. Then there is a presentation 
GM --% @ SG,UW)) %G,(Rn)+O. 
e E ml 
The map a is the composite 
E,(n)-rG~(RO(m)-*SG,(R~l)~~~~~~ SG,(R(e)), 
and a! is the sum of the maps induced by the projections Rx--n RQ +R(Q). 
Proof. The restriction-of-scalars maps the localization sequence of I?@m to that 
of R@hn = Rz 
G+ ~ROQR) -G,‘P’(R@ZV)- SG,(R@lm) -0 
I id 
G+ dWW?d - Gp(Rn) p SG,, (Rn) -0 
The left-hand square yields a commutative diagram (Diagram 1) with the sequence 
of dotted arrows exact: 
0 0 
\ / 
___-_--+ 
G,, dR@W -Go- SG,(Rn) -0 
\ 
/’ /’ 
L(’ 
OI-- -- -- -- coker restor 
Diagram 1. 
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The presentation 
then follows from the surjectivity of rest”, which is a consequence of Lemma 
2. cl 
In what follows, more of Lenstra’s notation is adopted. Let S denote a finite set 
of primes, P(z) the set of prime divisors of ] n] . For a prime p, let n(p) denote the 
p-primary component of 71, and for any set S of primes, let n(S) = Apes n(p). For 
any S, there is a primary decomposition rrz z(S) x ;rt(P(n) - S); for the special case 
S= (p>, write 7r(p’) for 7r(P(7r) -S), so 7tz 71(p) X 7r(p’). 
Let RP denote R/pRz IF,@R. Given XE G,(R&)), let [x, (Q)] denote its image in 
G,(R(,o)); it is easily checked that it actually lies in SG,(R(e)). For any S c p(e), the 
inclusion e(S) )-, e induces maps Z@(S)) >-, Z’(e) and lFJe(S)) + F_&), both denoted 
is, and by tensoring with R, maps R@(S))-, R(e) and R,,(e(S))+R,(e) also 
denoted by is. The commutativity of 
NeW is ----We) 
1 i 
R,(eW iS -R,(e) 
is expressed by i&x, (e)] = [i&), (e(S))]. 
Note also that for sets S, T of primes, 
With these notational conventions, one has: 
Lemma 2. The map rest” of Diagram 1 (and hence the obvious map 
a!: @ SG,(R(e))+SG,(Rx)) ’ 
ecW@ 
is surjective. Moreover, ker a is generated by elements of the form [x, (e)] - 
ti&+ tp} Cd, (eW))l, where x E G,&,(e)) for some e E WO, and P 1 le 1. 
Lemma 3. Let eEX(z), pi lel, so one has the map i=i,,,_i,j : R,(e(p’))+&,(e) 
defined above. Then there is a surjection r : R,(e)- R,(e(p’)) whose kernel is a 
nilpotent ideal. Further, the diagram 
/ \ 
R,(e) r -R,(eWN 
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commutes, i.e., r is compatible with the projections from Rlc. Finally, 
r* : GAR,(Q(P’)N + G&,(e)) and j* : G,(R,(@)) --) G,(R,,(e(p’))) 
are inverse isomorphisms. 
Lemma 4. Let r : RPz + R&p’) be the map induced by the projection n --$) n(p’), 
i : R&p’) + RPlr the inclusion-induced map. Then r* : G,(R,n( p’))+ G,(R,n) and 
i* : G,(R,,x)+ G,(R,n(p’)) are inverse isomorphisms. 
Lemma 5. The maps i*, r* of Lemmas 3 and 4 are compatible. More precisely, let 
e E X(z), p 1 le I. Then the natural projections ZR- Z(Q), Zn(p’) -+ Z(&p’)) induce 
surjections R II -R(e), RR(~‘)* R(&p’)) such that the following diagrams 
commute: 
G,(Rn) i 
i* 
G,(W ~‘1) GUW - G,(Rn(p’)) 
I 
G (R,(e)) L 
I I i* I 
Gn(R,(e( P’N) G &.Ae)) - WR,k?(P’))) 
Lemma 6. ~G,(NeWG,(R(e), IQ I) = SG,(R(&), for ,Q E x(n). 
Remark. Note the similarity of Lemmas 3 and 4; the point of Lemma 3 is that 
although the projection-induced map r : Z&-+ Z&p’) does not descend to a map 
Z(e)+Z(&p’)), nevertheless the map r reappears upon going modulo p. These 
lemmas will be proved in Section 2; first the main result will be deduced from them. 
Proposition. Let R be a finite abelian group. Then 
(**) SG,(Rz) 5 @ SG,(R(&). 
e E X(n) 
Proof. In Diagram 2, the top row is the presentation of Lemma 1, while the bottom 
row is the direct sum of the exact sequences 
W@(e)) 
G,!@i-tor VU?)) -+ WANe)) -+ SG 
n 
tRteJ 
, 
, e, ) ; 
SG,(R(e), 1e1) is the image of G,!$‘“‘(R(e)) in SG,(R(e)). The isomorphism 8 is 
that of Lemma 6. 
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@ G ‘+‘“‘(R(Q)) 6 n 
eEwn) PAWN 
e z I 
@ SGWe)) 
gem0 
Diagram 2. 
Define the Lenstra map 
L : e $ SG UW) -+ e @_ SG, (R(e)) 
by 
L k tell = s JI,, G<x>, (eW1, 
where [X,(Q)] is an arbitrary element of SG,(R(e)). Similarly, define L’ by 
J% (@)I =sCz&, (-We’-W(x), W))l. 
To establish (**), it suffices to show: 
(1) In Diagram 2, flL vanishes on ker a, inducing a map 
t/i : SG,,(R++ @ SG, (R(e)) 
e E -x(n) SG,(R(e), 1 e 1) ’ 
(2) Similarly, at vanishes on ker /I, inducing a map 
$3: @ 
SG We)) 
e-w SGAR@), 1~1) 
+ SG,(Rn). 
(3) ly and t,G are inverses. 
TO prove (l), let c E ker a; by Lemma 2, it suffices to consider < of the form 
c= [X, (&I- V&J- {&), (eW)l, where XE G,@,(Q)), for some p 11~). Then, 
L(C) = s,c,) [is*(x), (@(S))l - TEeg_(P) P-F G&3- IPI(x)9 (@(p’)(T))1 
by equation (I), as Tn (p(e) - { p}) = T. Since the subsets of P(e) - ( p} are precisely 
the subsets of P(e) which do not contain p, this can be rewritten by breaking the 
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first summation into two parts, one of which cancels the second summation; 
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Consider a single term [i;(x), (e(S))] in this summation. Since p E S c p(e), clearly 
p 1 l~(S)l, so the category of p-torsion R@(S))-modules lies in the category of 
l@(s) )-torsion R@(s))-modules, and the commutative diagram 
SG,(&W)) 
T 
J 
G;e's"-tor(R(&S))) - wDa?m~ IeW) -0 
J 
GRto’UWW - SGn(Ne(W, P) -0 
shows that the map G,(R,(Q(S)))-~G,@(Q(S))) 
l~(S)l), i.e., that 
[is*(x), @WI ~~GUUG)h IeWl), so 
factors through GA&W), 
V,*(x), (e(S ))I 
goes to zero in aQsXfnJ SG,(R@))/SG,(R@), 1~1) under #I. Thus, /IL. vanishes on 
every term in the summation, and (1) is established. 
To prove (2), consider an element r of im 6 = ker j?. By devissage [8, Theorem 41, 
Gk’-tor(R(&) z @ GRtor(R(@)), 
PllPl 
so it suffices to consider < of the form [x, (@)I, where XE G,&(e)), p I/Q/. Then 
J%) = s,c,,, (- 1) I~)+ [is*(x), (e(9)l 
= 1 (-pe,-sl 
sr&d 
([is*(x), (e(S))1 - [is*-&)&W W))l), 
3PES 
since every subset SC P(Q) either includes p or excludes it, so each subset of the 
latter type is obtained from a unique S of the former type simply by omitting p. 
It will be shown that each term in the summation vanishes under a. Consider a 
single term, changing notation for convenience, so that i:(x) is denoted by x and 
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e(s) by Q; then it suffices to show that [x, (Q)] - [i*(x), (I)] goes to zero in 
SG,(Rz) under a, for any x E G,#,(Q)), where i = imJ- tpj : l$,(~(p’)) --) R,(Q). 
Consider the diagram of Lemma 3: 
“, A "dP7 
Then a([x, (Q)] - [i*(x), (&I’))]) = v,*(x) - v&,+*(x) = v:(x) - v,*r*i*(x) = 0, since 
r*i* =id, by Lemma 3. Thus the proof of (2) is complete. 
Finally, (3) follows immediately from the fact. that L and L are inverses, which 
is proved by a purely formal Mobius inversion argument, essentially that of Lenstra; 
for details, see [7, $41 or [12, (2.1)]. Thus (**) is proved. ??
Remark. Letting n = 1 in Diagram 1 and using the result of Bass-Milnor-Serre [2] 
that SG, vanishes for rings of algebraic integers, one obtains a special case of 
Keating’s theorem that SGi (Zn) = 0. 
2. Proofs of the lemmas 
It remains to prove Lemmas 2 through 6, which constitute the heart of the 
calculation. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let s: IF&I)+ ff,&)/J(F&)) be the canonical map ‘going 
modulo the radical’. Then the composite 
~p(Q(P’N z+ Fp(e) s_ ~pk?VJ(~&?>) 
is an isomorphism: for let 1~1 =pk le(p’)J. Then pZ(~(p’))=p~ ..-pr, for some 
primes pI , . . . , pr of Z(&p’)), since p is unramified. Further, pi?(~) = (‘$3, --- (p,)e, 
where e= @(pk), each ‘pi is the unique prime of Z(Q) above pi, and each residue ex- 
tension Z(Q(p’))/pi C_ Z(Q)/‘$i is trivial [ 13, Propositions 7-4-3, 7-2-41. 
The diagram 
1 
ae(P’)) x ... x a?(P’N 
PI Pr 
- 
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commutes, so si is an isomorphism. Define r : F,(~)+ff~(~(p’)) as the composite 
&7(e) -Lb ~jI(WJ(~&?)) - (si)-’ IF,(&?(P’)), 
so the diagram 
E,(e) s ~&WWJe)) 
commutes, and ri=id. Tensoring wit.h I?, one obtains an analogous diagram 
R,(Q(P’)) 
and the map s is surjective with nilpotent 
Gl9 
kernel, since the original was. Applying 
Gn (R,(e)) + G@ 0 ~&WJ(~,@))) 
\ ‘i” 
G,(R&(P’))) 
commutes, and i*t* = (ri)* = id. Since s had nilpotent kernel, s* is an isomorphism, 
by devissage. Thus r*=s*(si)*-’ is an isomorphism, so i* is also the right-inverse 
of r*. Thus r* and i* are inverse isomorphisms, as desired. 
Finally, to see that r is compatible with projections from RR, observe that, since 
the. group ring IF&p’) is semisimple, the natural map IFPe --n FPe( p’) factors 
through fFPe/J(ffPe), and the diagram 
a?( P') 
I 
Q?c P') 
I 
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commutes; tensoring with R then gives commutativity of 
Rx 
Rd ’P - R,@(P’)) 0 r 
Proof of Lemma 4. Decomposing 7t as n(p) x n(@), one sees that !Fppll E Fpbn(p)@ 
Fpn(p’). ffpn(p’) is semisimple and ffpz(p) is an Artinian local ring; indeed, its 
radical J(ffpz(p)) is the augmentation ideal I= ker(ffpn(p)z Fp). (see, e.g., [4, 
Corollary (8.3)J). Thus Z is nilpotent, so Z@Fpn(p’) is a nilpotent ideal in Fpbn(p)@ 
ffpz(p’), and hence is a radical ideal; but 
is semisimple, so Z@lFp~(p’) is precisely the radical J(ffpx). 
Thus there is a commutative diagram 
&Bid 
FpdPE3 5pNP’) - FpO IF,MP’) 
1 1 
* lFpn/J(lFplr) ;-K 1 1 si i 
Fpn( P’) 
in which si is an isomorphism. Defining r= (si)-‘s : ffpn + Fpn(p’) (equivalently, r 
is the map corresponding via the vertical isomorphisms to @id), it is clear that 
ri=idF,n(Pj). Tensoring with R, one obtains diagrams 
“;=KFpFrO) G~(Rp7rr”ff~~~p~)) 
R,n( P’) GAR,&f)) 
in which s* is an isomorphism, by devissage, since s is a surjection with nilpotent 
kernel; moreover, ri=id by definition, so i*r*= id. But since s* and (si)* are both 
isomorphisms, so is r*, and hence i* is also its right inverse. Finally, from the 
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description of r as the composite 
Ep7t = f$P(P)O ffpHP’) - IF_& F,lr(p’) = F&p’) 
it is evident that r is the map induced by the projection 1t-n7t(p’), and Lemma 4 
is proved. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 5. Since i* and r* are inverses by Lemmas 3 and 4, it suffices to 
show the commutativity of the diagram involving r*. The diagrams 
RH P') 
commute, the latter obviously, and the former by Lemma 3, so 
commutes; applying G, yields commutativity of 
G,,(Rd L WWP')) 
I 
G,&,(e)) +=-- 
i 
G,(R&(P'N 
which is the assertion of Lemma 5. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 2. The diagram 
o- &(n) - G~(R@!D?) 
rest” 
- Gr(Rn) 
A 
I 
t l 1 I I 
I 
o- @%'(~)- @PreSp 
,I 
@G,(R,n) 
P P P 
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commutes, where the vertical solid arrows are devissage isomorphisms, and E{(n) 
is of course the kernel of the restriction-of-scalars 
Thus it suffices to show that aP, defined as the composite 
is surjective, and that its kernel E{(Z) is generated by elements of the form 
where xEG,(R&)) and pi [@I. (If p{ 191, then e(p’)=e and i&,,_(pl=id, so the 
relation is zero trivially). Consider the commutative Diagram 3. Here the maps 
denoted r*, i* are the inverse isomorphisms from Lemmas 3 and 4, and & is the 
sum of the maps G,(R,(&‘))) + G,(R,n(p’)). By Lemma 5, the upper square com- 
mutes. B' is induced by the isomorphism of (iii) of Lemma 0, while the map B simply 
‘re-indexes’ the direct sum: a given cyclic quotient o of n appears as I in the 
sum BQoXfa) G,(R&(p’))) once for every cyclic quotient Q with I = o; letting 
Q = o x 5, where t = e(p) is the p-primary part and 0 = I is the p-free part, one 
Diagram 3. 
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can as well sum over the cyclic quotients o ~X(n(p’)) and t ~X(z(p)). Thus the 
map @ is just the direct sum over cr EX(X(P’)) of the maps @rEX(nCp)) G,&,(a))-, 
G,@,(a)), each of which is given by (X&W C,x,, and hence @ has kernel gener- 
ated by elements of the form (x, 0, . . . ,0, -x, 0, . . . , 0), where the first component of 
the vector is that corresponding to T= 1. It is then evident that ker oP is generated 
by the elements of the form [X,(Q)] - [i* Poe)- {,~(x),(eW)l, and Lemma 2 is 
proved. •! 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let 
WMe)9 le I) = coker(G, W(e)) -+ G,(Ne))) 
= WG~~or(4e)) -+ G, _ 1 (We))), 
WANeN = coker(G,(R(e))-*G,(~$OR(e))) 
= ker(G,?We)) --) G, _ 1 (R(e))), 
for n L 1. The dotted exact sequence in the commutative diagram 
0 
UG, (Ne)) 
,v / , , 
/’ \ 
A /j’ 
//’ G,? 1 (He)) 
/’ 
I’ / 
O- U-G,MeClb I) 
A \ 
- G,!!!;'O'(R(e))- G - 1 We)) 
v. 
-. 
-. 
-. 
.S 
--. 
/ 
ker ,,.________() 
/ 
0 
and the devissage description of 71 as 
@ G, - 1 (R(e)& R(e)) c-----+ @ G, - I (R(e)/' R(e)) 
Plkl P 
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show that ker v = 0, so A is injective. But the other commutative 
0 0 
\ / 
SG,We)) --:-+ UG,(R(e), lel) 
diagram 
1’ 
,I 
I 
O- SGn &>, - G, (R(e)> -G,,UQ@&W--+ W (R W -0 
0 
and the injectivity of A yield that 6= 0, so 
3. Lenstra’s formula for G,(Ln) 
The following result of SoulC [l 1, $2.1, ThCoreme l] will be useful in what 
follows. 
Theorem (Soult). Let A be any Dedekind ring satisfying 
(a) SK,(B) = 0 whenever B is the integral closure of A in some finite extension of 
its field of fractions; 
(b) K,(A) is finitely-generated for n > 1; 
(c) the residue fields k(p) = A/p are finite. 
Then SK,,(A) =0 for n>O. 0 
By a theorem of Quillen [9], K,&?(Q)) is finitely-generated, for n > 1; by the 
theorem of Bass-Milnor-Serre [2], SKI@(~)) = 0. Thus Soule’s theorem applies, 
yielding SK,@<@)) = 0 for n>O. Of course, since Z(e) and U?(e) are regular, 
SG,(Z(Q)) is the same as SK,(Z(,q)). Thus the proposition of Section 1 immediate- 
ly yields 
Corollary. Let 71 be a finite abelian group. Then SG,(Zlr) = 0. 0 
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The vanishing of SG,(&r) will now be used to deduce the formula (*) of Section 
0. Recall that !N = &,eX(nJ Z(Q) is the maximal Z-order in Qr = &cx(nj Q(Q); let % 
denote the subring %= ngsX(nJ Z(Q) of Qz, so ZR c IlIlz c 9l c Qz. The idea is to 
compare the localization sequences for ZX and 8; however, since 8 is neither a flat 
nor a finitely-generated &r-module, there is neither an extension-of-scalars map 
G,(Zlz)-) G,(8) nor a restriction-of-scalars map G,(8)+ G,(Zn), so some care is 
needed. However, there is an extension-of-scalars map ext : G,(%Q) --) G,(%) as well 
as a restriction-of-scalars map res : G,(YX) --) G&&r) which can be used to facilitate 
the comparison. 
Theorem. Let R be a finite abelian group. Then 
(*) G,(Zk)= @ G,@(Q)), for all n ~0. e E X00 
Proof. For n = 0, this is Lentra’s formula. For n = 1, this is seen to be Keating’s for- 
mula [S, Theorem 21, as follows. For ,Q OX, let re = rank@(e)), and for a 
rational integer n, let u,(n) be the number of primes of Z(Q) dividing n. Let e 
denote the number of isomorphism classes of simple &-modules annihilated by 1 n I, 
i.e., the rank of the free abelian group Go Inl-tor(H~) appearing in the localization 
sequence 
Then according to Keating, the formulas describing G,(&r) are: 
(1) rank(G, (Zn)) = c r0+ c %44)--E, 
eEX(7d - eeX(n) - 
(11) tor(G WO) = e @& torG Me))). 
However, by the theorem of Bass-Milnor-Serre 
mula (*) becomes Gt (Zn) = BeEXCnj Z(Q>~, i.e., 
(I’) rank(G, (Zn)) = c rank(Z(&x), 
eeX(n) 
(II’) tor(Gi(Zn)) = c tor(Z(e>x). 
e E X(n) 
[2], G,@(Q)) = Z(e)“, so the for- 
Thus it suffices to show that these formulas coincide with (I), (II). Since Z(Q)” and 
Z(Q)” have the ‘same torsion, the equivalence of (II) and (II’) is clear. By the 
Dirichlet unit theorem, rank(h(e>x) = rank(Z(e)x) + ue( I@[), so (I’) can be written 
(I”) rank(G#W)= 1 re+QC;Cn, u,(lel) 
e E X(n) 
= C re+ C C u,(P). 
e E X(n) eEX(n) PI lel 
p prime 
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Also, from the devissage description 
G~n’-tor(Z~) z @ Go(Fpn) ++- 
PII4 
0 GOWpNP’N 
PII4 
p prime p prime 
r 
@ @ Go&,(e)) 
PI In! eewn(P’)) 
(where r* is the isomorphism of Lemma 4 and q is that of (iii) of Lemma 0) it is 
clear that 
E=C c 
P~JR] e~Xh(p’)) 
VJ Ph 
p prime 
so (I) can be rewritten as 
rank(Gr(Zn)) = 1 re + c c V,(P) - c 
esX(n) QEJW pjllrl 
1 V,(P), 
p(lnl eEWn(p’)) 
i.e., 
p prime p prime 
(I*) rank(Gi(Zn)) = c re + c c 
e e WO pI InI eEX(n)-XMp’)) 
Q( PI. 
p prime 
Comparing (I”) and (I*), it suffices to show that 
c Cu,<P>=C c 
eE%n) p(lnl pljnl eEXOr)-WW)) 
VQ(Ph 
p prime p prime 
but this is evident, since both summations are taken over all pairs consisting of a 
cyclic quotient Q and a rational prime p dividing 1~ I. Thus (*) holds for n = 1. 
Assume now that n > 2. Then SG,(Zn) = 0 = SG,_ 1 (Zn), by the corollary above, 
so the localization sequence becomes short exact: 
The localization sequence for %I? assumes the form 
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Inverse isomorphisms L, L can be defined on G,#Qrr) and GF(%Q) by the same 
formula as before, and the diagram of localization sequences 
O- G,(‘W - G&Q@ -G:,<%R> -0 
O- GBW- Gm~r) -G~,<fm) -0 
commutes. Consider next the diagram 
O- G@J-O - Gn(Q@ - Gj?,I<rm) -0 
O- G,(fO --&(W - GE#l) -0 
It was shown above in the proof of (**) that rest” is surjective, and that L car- 
ries ker rest” into ker ext”‘, so there is an induced map A : GE i (Zz) -+ GE i (8) 
making the diagram commute. Now ext*O’: G~I(YR)+G~l(%) is surjective: for 
the diagram 
extto’ 
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commutes, where the left-hand column is the same as that of Diagram 3, and the 
equality in the right-hand column arises because for p 11~1, F,(Q) = 0 (since p is 
both zero and a unit), while for p -f 1~ 1 ( i.e., for e E X(n(p’))), ff,(~> = IF&) (since 
IQ I is already a unit in ffP). 
Thus the map t,u is the direct sum (over p and a) of the maps 
given by (x,), -1, the component of the vector corresponding to the trivial quo- 
tient 1 of n(p). Since the proof of (**) shows also that z carries ker ext”’ into 
ker rest”, it follows that L induces a map 1: G,‘o_‘r (9l) + Gz, (Zrr) inverse to A. 
Since L and A are isomorphisms making 
o- G&W - G&W - GE 1 (Zlr) -0 
L 
O- GAW - 
commute, there is an induced isomorphism G,(Zrr) q 
mula (*) holds. 0 
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